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Introduction

This is a report written by eight (8) students from the ”Network and system
administration” master program at University of Oslo, attending LISA 12‘
conference in San Diego, US.

1.1

Students attended

The students have been offered the opportunity to join the LISA conference,
one of the most in-depth, real-world system administration training. The
organization has provided us with unlimited access to any conference sessions. We have had a great time during the conference, learning the newest
technology and skills of system administrators and discussing related topics
with experts.
The students attended in alphabetical order of their first name:
Aslak Gaaserud, Behzad Pashaie, Gaute Borgenholt, Geir Varholm, Ke Huang,
Ram Shrestha, Yuba raj Siwakoti and Zahid Nawaz.

1.2

Outside conference hours

Besides being a conference, LISA is a place to socialize with system administrators from all over the world. There are various activities after conference
hours every night (except Saturday). Sunday night was board game night,
where a selection of popular board games could be played. The other nights,
from Tuesday to Thursday, had so called Birds-of-a-Feather Sessions (BoFs),
where everyone who wanted to participate could carry out discussions on a
pre-determined topic without any planned agenda. These meet-ups are usually very popular and informal. Thursday night before the BoFs, USENIX
arranged a boat trip in the San Diego Harbor, with a dinner buffet and
a small casino. Other activities for LISA-participants include a number of
raffles, game shows and socializing in the hotel.
There is a number of vendors sponsoring and attending LISA. Most of these
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Figure 1: Students and some of the staff members at LISA 2012, from back
left: Yuba raj Siwakoti, Aslak Gaaserud, Ram Shrestha, Zahid Nawaz, Gaute
Borgenholt, Geir Varholm, Behzad Pashaie. In the middle Ke Huang.
were represented at a vendor exhibition in a pavilion outside the hotel conference area. The pavilion was filled with vendor stands with qualified personnel
that could handle highly technical questions. Some stands handed out merchandise and prizes.

1.3

Working for the Lisa Conference

To join the conference the students have to work part of the time. The
work was not technical. To pack bags with vendor materials that where
handed out to attendees when they come to the conference. Maintain badge
pickup point, door monitoring, distributing tutorials, and other things at the
conference. To work for LISA conference was a good experience and helped
to improve communication in English to people from many countries.

1.4

Conference

The conference was divided mainly in three different type of sessions:
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Figure 2: The theme for the conference where: Get Shaken, Not Stirred.
What fits better then a boat trip with a casino
Training sessions: In these sessions, professionals delivered lecture in different areas of system administration and participants followed instructor on
related lab works practically. The main topics covered in these sessions are:
securing Linux server, Amazon web services, VMware vCloud, RPM packages, Agile software development, MongoDB, IPV6, scripting, time management, IaaS Cloud, monitoring servers, DNS, PowerShell, storage networks,
Ganeti, Documentation techniques, backups, crash recovery, root cause analysis, configuration management, Pacemaker, performance tuning, apache
hadoop etc.
Technical sessions: In these sessions, research based paper presentation
and discussion held towards the conclusion of new ideas in system administration. These sessions are accomplished with three sub-categories: Papers
and reports, Invited talks, The Guru is in.
Workshops: In these sessions, more practical discussion where done between
professionals along with more practically designed workouts. The main areas
that are covered in workshops are: security, configuration management, HPC
cluster computing, Virtual infrastructure and cloud computing, teaching
sysadmins, unresolved issues on sysadmin, monitoring and implementation
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issues, knowledge management etc.

1.4.1

A Tutorial day

The morning session began at 8:30 and was presented by a Mike from Australia working in Coffee Bean Software Pty Ltd. There were around 20
attendees in the room. The first part of the lecture is spent on explaining
the theoretical aspects of automation and talking about why automation is
important and how it can help us. The lecturer was trying to keep the class
interactive and keep the atmosphere as social as possible. After a break the
session kept going on discussing some various techniques in shell scripting.
After lunch break at 13:30 the advanced scripting skills was presented by
the same lecturer the session was combining theory and various practices for
shell scripting. The lecture was meant to cover a quick lookup from basic
to deep look inside advanced shell programming. Some differences between
various Linux shells were discussed in addition to syntax of different useful
shell controls, validators and checks.
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Conclusion

To sum up the LISA Conference 2012, it completed with lots of knowledge
and introducing new technologies in System Administration field. LISA is
one of the huge conferences in the field of system administration, which
provides us positive impact and real-world system administration using newest technology and skills of system administrators with discussing related
topics with experts. 8 students with different technical and social background attended this conference. As volunteers we have to do specific job as
scheduled, after that we can attend and join any kind of sessions and programs. Finally, this conference was really useful and interesting for students
like us and encourages attending other such great conferences.
We would like to thank NUUG for the scholarship received, without this
we would not be able to visit the conference. We would also like to thank
usenix for the opportunity to visit and work at the conference and hotel.
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